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Goal : Be able to separate the « village » (group) in several « little groups » and 
keep all the world (identity) proportions. 
 
Method : Give a booklet to each players of the activity. They will have to fill 
their own booklet, page by page. The animator will have to make a pause after 
each pages to debate of each results and fill the « village booklet » (booklet that 
all participants will make together). So on until the fullfill of the booklet. 
With the help of the Excel application especialy created for those activities, the 
animator will be able to recognize precisely and instantly all the answers for the 
booklet, and also the number of players who will have to compose all differents 
« little groups » to represent an identifiable population according to the question. 
 

Exemple : Knowing your “village” is composed of 32 human , are you 
going to be able to identify how much person will have to 
compose each “little groups”?? 

 For this example we will have x “little groups” to represent some 
distinct nationalities (Asian, African, Européenne, American of 
the South, American of North, Océanien). The number of people 
composing those “little groups” will have to correspond 
proportionally to the reality of the world population. 

 
Once the “village booklet” completed, we will use the values found to define the 
number of people who will compose each “little groups” (ideally the participants 
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For who : 6+ 
Duration : 90 mn 
Number of players : ∞ 
Place : anywhere 
 
Characteristic :   
- cheap 
- transportable 

	  

Type of game : interpretation 
 
Educational interest :  
-have a concret view of the world population. 
 
Materials :  
- Personal booklet 
- a « village booklet » in big size (projector) 
- disguises representative of the subject 
- computer with Excel and video program 
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will carry an accessory symbolizing a special characteristic of the identity of the 
“little group” that they represent). 
 
After each formation of the ‘little groups » of identity of our « village », the 
animator will reveal the real values (write on the Excel application), allowing to 
recompose the « little groups » with the good world proportions. Then he will be 
able to give a concrete vision of the composition of the world population and 
our prejudice. 
 
Link or picture :   
 
Video : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DyeHiCoHggs 
 
Excel application : https://www.dropbox.com/s/nfjokirnl22x3d3/si-le-monde-
etait-un-village%20refait.xlsx?dl=0 
 
 
 
 
 
	  


